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For Cassandra Kenny, reading 
the Bible is an essential 
component of her Catholic 

faith. 
"You have to be persistent about it. 

If you hear it more, then you take it 
in more and you understand it 
more," said Cassandra, 15, a 
parishioner at St. Theodore's Church 
in Gates. "You become closer to God 
and y'ou understand what he wants 
us to do; why he gave us the laws that 
he did." 

Cassandra is one of a number of 
diocesan teens who include Bible 
reading in their spiritual lives. 

But as David Panter pointed out, -
you don't exactly flip open the Bible 
and breeze through its pages - the 
way you might, say, with a magazine 
article or romance novel. Rather, he 
found that comprehending Scripture 
passages from many centuries ago 
can be a stiff challenge. 

"I started trying to read the whole 
thing," said David, 16, a parishioner 
at St. Ann's Church in Hornell. "But 
I've only gotten into Exodus (the 
second book in the Old Testament)." 

David noted that some of writings 
are "pretty confusing," such as the 
genealogy of several Old Testament 
characters listed in chapters 10 and 
11 of the Book of Genesis. 

"Everybody's got sons and is part 
of a big family tree," David said. "I 
had to read it over a couple of times, 
then go back and read it again." 

David said he will stick with his-
plan to read the entire Bible — 
although he doesn't expect to be fin
ished any time soon. 

"I can always say I at least tried," 
he remarked. 

Cassandra and another St. 

Theodore's teen, Rachel 
Leone, suggested that peo
ple not approach Bible 
study as an exercise in 
speed-reading. 

"Some parts are so diffi
cult, you have to read 
them over. There are 
parts that really make 
you think, and that's 
what I like," 
Cassandra said. 

"Read it in small 
passages, because 
then you can really 
think about what it 
means," Rachel, 17, 
suggested. 

Cassandra and 
. Rachel enjoy 
attending Bible study 
sessions with their parish yni 
group- M ^ 
They are al- %W% 
so part of a ^ ^ " 
nondenomi-
national 
student 
coalition 
that is form
ing an after-
hours Bible 
study group 
at Gates-
Chili High 
School. Many of those Cassandra Kenny, 15, is "persistent" about reading the Bible. 
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- - can relate it to your own life, Rachel 
said. 

Cassandra agreed that inter
pretations of Bible passages may vary 
without anybody necessarily being 
wrong. 

"When you get other people's 
opinions, you can kind of build your 

prayer sessions before school near 
the high school's flagpole. 

Rachel remarked that she strives to 
read the Bible both in these group 
settings and privately. 

"In a group, the leaders make sure 
you understand fully what they think 
it means. But when you're alone, you 
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Jj% Gifts of Comfort and Convenience, 
from the peop l e of S o u t h s i d e . 

Standard Chair 
Small or Medium 

00 
Large,sc 

All-Electric 
Lift/Recliner 

Flick the fingertip switch 
to get up easily, without 
assistance, or settle down 
to relax or nap comfort. 
Choice of stunning fabrics 
and colors to go with any 
home decor. 

Deluxe 
Luxury Chair 

Ai) Models 

AKROS Not just for 
D.F.D. Cushion wheelchairs! 

Hours-on-end comfort for 
• Long-haul Drivers • Office Workers 
• Construction Operators 
• AfljasJS who must sit for long periods! 
Give this incredible <fc r- Q QQ 

comfort for only •»t)9J 

Southside « H C 
Medical Produce • Medcal Services • Medcaf Suppies 

1815 South Clinton Ave., Suite 400. 
271-7141 • Women's Center 244-3340 

1-800-333-0979 • TTY 271-7141 
AS prices are in effect through December 31. 1997. 

Holiday Gift Guide 

Give the Gift of Time This Year 

Let The Chimes Ring Out! 

A QuortHan Angel for 'Everyone 

Hand thrown 

stoneware oil light*. 

Each one uniquely 

different and signed. 

A collectible for 

yourself or 

a thoughtful gift 

<JHe Shadee Lady 
LAMP, LAMPSHADE AND GIFT SHOP 

716-385-7559 
'One Convenient Location' 

50 State St. Norttifield Common • Pittsford, 
Holiday Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-6 • Sat 10-4 
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KNOW AN 
EXPECTANT 

MOTHER? 
Give a Gift Certificate 

for a 
PROFESSIONALLY 
FIT BABY SHOE. 

Featuring Stride Rite 
& Footmates 

Sullivan's Shoes 
14 E'dmond Street 

, (off Monroe, near Goodman) 
IXL 442-8730 ^ 

Taimbour 
$129uP 

Mantel 
$89up 
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Grand 
Father 
Clocks 
$595 
Oak or 
Cherry 
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Schoolhouse 
$99uP Misc. Gift Clocks 

$8up 
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ROGERS PIANOS AND CLOCKS 
1425 Jefferson Road • Saginaw Plaza (1/4 mile east off 1-390) 

Moa-Thurs. 10-8:30- Fri. 10-6 • Sat 10-5 • Sun. 1-5 

475-1140 
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